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LANGNEY PRIMARY SCHOOL 

GOVERNOR VISIT REPORT 

Governor Name(s) Steven Maskell Date of Visit 1st July2015 

Focus of Visit Observe how the tablets are being used within the classroom 

Classes/ Staff Visited  
Year 5 

Summary of Activities (e.g. observing classes, talking to staff and pupils, looking at 
resources etc) 

Observed Year 5 class using the tablets within an everyday lesson - talked to staff and 
pupils. 

What I have learned as a result of my visit 
The visit was divided into two part - the first was a presentation by Mark Dawson on how 
the tablets have been implemented within the lessons and the use of different technologies 
such as google drive to store and share files, google docs to collaborate on writing stories 
and graphic design apps to manipulate images. 

The presentation was followed by a lesson observation in year 5. This demonstrated that the  
emphasis has been on integrating the tablets into multiple subjects and not just computing. 
For example pupils were asked to take take pictures of nature around the school grounds 
and then come back and manipulate the photos to enhance certain features. I was shown 
that a previous lesson has been around taking pictures of angles and identifying if they are 
acute or obtuse and another about researching ancient cultures.  

I spoke to the pupils and they were very positive about the devices and so were the TAs and 
feel the tablet has become another  part of their pencil case. There have been some teething 
problems around network connectivity and app functionality but that is to be expected 
within the first couple of terms. The year 5 teachers feel very supported by Mr Dawson and 
they are thinking of news ways to use them, with the pupils of course leading the way. 

Positive comments about the focus 
This could have easily been a fad and the tablets could easily have been abandoned on the 
shelf. However it has been demonstrated that these tablets can be used to enhance many 
different subjects, further engage pupils in interacting with the syllabus and work 
(especially art) can be turned around much quicker without detriment to learning. It also 
prepares pupils for their future workplace as the business world continues to use technology 
in different ways. 

Aspects I would like clarified / questions I have 
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Signed   Steven Maskell     Date   1st July 2015

Ideas for future visits 
Governors should continue to review this area to see how it is progressing - especially when 
we have two full years using this technology.   

Any other comments 
Year 5 and 6 teachers will continue to need the support of Mark Dawson. 


